
More than 25 standard receiving reports are included. 

These reports provide statistics regarding package, 

carrier, building, and user detail.  All of our reports can 

be exported for additional data mining and display.

The VueturaTrac Report Writer allows 
customers (IT Departments) to write their 
own reports which can be published across 
all the licensed installations.  For your 
convenience we also include the package 
query tool, which allows users to quickly 
search and retrieve specific package 
details. Prior to installation, your Vuetura 
project manager will work with you and 
your team to identify any custom reports 
that may be necessary to ensure that you 
have the necessary reports in place, prior 
to your “Go Live” date.

Our robust History lookup form provides users 
with several options when it comes to retriev-
ing data.  Once the data is returned, detailed 
information such as dockside scans, package 
information (sender, carrier, recipient, etc.), and 
delivery scans including signature are quickly 
viewable, and can be printed or 
emailed for further review.

Wildcards Searches in the 

search fields, assist where 

incomplete data is provided 

by the customer. This is an 

extremely valuable tool 

for those in your 

organization per-

forming historical 

searches.
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Powerful results
VueturaTrac gives you complete control and detailed oversight 
of visitor and package tracking, process automation, and 
supply chain management.

What makes VueturaTrac so great?

 Speed and Efficiency

With VueturaTrac manual processes become automated, 
streamlined, accurate, faster and much, much less costly.

 100% Visibility

With just a few clicks, you can find any package (and person?) 
in your facility and access its complete history.

 Rapid ROI

Customers report 400% or more three-year ROI, and the 
system frequently pays for itself in under a year. 

 It seamlessly integrates with the big systems

VueturaTrac can integrate between one or more external host 
database systems or data warehouses.

Features: Benefits: 

Scans express package label barcodes Reduces data entry time, improves accuracy by 
eliminating data entry errors.

Packages routed using employee identifiers Flexible addressing to match your organization’s needs 
and processes. 

Track packages in real-time Increases customer service, accountability, security, and 
minimizes fraud. 

MyVue & WebTrac Interface Eliminates customer service calls to the receiving 
department. Allows employees to search for and track 
their own packages from their desktop. 

Automatic E-mail & Text Notification Recipient is aware of when their package will be 
delivered; this will reduce calls to customer service. 

Integration with employee databases to route packages Reduces data entry time and increases accuracy. 

Watches and Security Alerts Improves security by alerting processors of special 
handling, refusal, or any desired action. 

Reports View and print a limitless number of reports.  These can 
be exported to excel, or viewed as color graphs and 
charts.

Scalability Grows with your organization from processing dozens of 
packages a day to thousands.

About Vuetura
We are tracking experts with an intelligent, user-
friendly framework built to give you complete 
control and detailed oversight of all tangible items 
within your organization— receiving & delivery 
tracking, lobby and visitor security, supply chain 
management and more.


